Students struggling with mathematics anxiety (MA) tend to show lower levels of mathematics self-efficacy 31 and interest as well as lower performance. The current study addresses: (1) how MA relates to different 32 aspects of mathematics attitudes (self-efficacy and interest), ability (understanding numbers, problem-33 solving ability, and approximate number sense) and achievement (exam scores); (2) to what extent these 34 observed relations are explained by overlapping genetic and environmental factors; and (3) the role of 35 general anxiety in accounting for these associations. The sample comprised 3,410 twin pairs aged 16-21 36 years, from the Twins Early Development Study. Negative associations of comparable strength emerged 37 between MA and the two measures of mathematics attitudes, phenotypically (~ -.45) and genetically (~ -38 .70). Moderate negative phenotypic (~ -.35) and strong genetic (~ -.70) associations were observed between 39 MA and measures of mathematics performance. The only exception was approximate number sense whose 40 phenotypic (-.10) and genetic (-.31) relation with MA was weaker. Multivariate quantitative genetic 41 analyses indicated that all mathematics related measures combined accounted for ~75% of the genetic 42 variance in MA and ~20% of its environmental variance. Genetic effects were largely shared across all 43 measures of mathematics anxiety, attitudes, abilities and achievement, with the exception of approximate 44 number sense. This genetic overlap was not accounted for by general anxiety. These results have important 45 implications for future genetic research concerned with identifying the genetic underpinnings of individual 46 variation in mathematics-related traits, as well as for developmental research into how children select and 47 modify their mathematics-related experiences partly based on their genetic predispositions. 48 49
Introduction 50
Mathematics anxiety (MA) has been consistently linked to lower levels of engagement and 51 motivation and poorer performance in mathematics (1,2). MA is a widespread phenomenon: a recent large-52 scale investigation of 15-year-olds found that 30% of students across multiple countries part of the 53
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) reported feeling anxious or incapable 54 when solving a mathematics problem (3). Due to the high incidence and hindering consequences for 55 mathematics learning outcomes and experiences (4), it is important to understand the etiology of the 56 association between MA and the attitudinal and performance components of learning mathematics. 57
The current study investigates the extent to which overlapping genetic and environmental factors 58
underlie the associations between MA, attitudes towards mathematics, cognition and achievement. This work 59 provides a foundation for the search of genetic variants linked to individual differences in MA, and 60 mathematical learning. This study can also inform developmental research into how students select and 61 modify their mathematics-related experiences, partly depending on their genetic predispositions. Moreover, 62
identifying which aspects of performance and attitudes, if any, are more closely associated with anxiety, and 63 the etiologies of these associations, will likely inform the focus of future interventions aimed at reducing MA 64
and fostering mathematics learning. 65
Mathematics anxiety and attitudes towards mathematics: self-efficacy and interest 66
Research has indicated a moderate negative association between MA and mathematics motivation 67 and attitudes, including lower perseverance to learn and practice mathematics (5). Moderate to strong negative 68 associations between mathematics attitudes and anxiety are observed in student populations, as well as in 69
samples of pre-service teachers -trainees working towards obtaining mathematics teaching qualifications-70 cross culturally (6). The tendency to avoid situations involving mathematics, which covaries with MA is in 71 line with observations of avoidance behavior associated with general anxiety (5,7), and might be related to 72
holding negative beliefs about competence in the subject (8, 9) . In line with this hypothesis, research found 73 that mathematics self-efficacy, which describes individuals' perception of their own competency (10), 74 mediated the negative association between MA and performance in high school students (11). Students who 75
achieved higher grades at the start of high school developed higher mathematics self-efficacy, which resulted 76 in lower levels of MA at a two-year follow-up (11). Additionally, self-efficacy was found to mediate the 77 negative association between self-reported self-regulatory behavior and MA: A greater capacity for self-78 regulation was positively associated with self-efficacy which was in turn negatively linked to MA in an 79 adolescent sample (12). 80
The expectancy-value theory of motivated behavior (13) proposes that, as well as beliefs and 81 expectancies, subjective task value is a crucial construct characterizing motivated behavior. However, few 82 studies have focused on investigating the association between MA and other aspects of attitudes towards 83 mathematics, beyond self-efficacy. One study found that MA relates to a similar degree to self-efficacy, 84
interest, and importance attributed to mathematics (-.41, -.33, -.30) (14). Similar results were obtained by two 85 previous studies that examined the associaiton bewteen MA and mathemtics importnace, interst and usefulness 86
(15) and bewteen MA and mathematics confidence, interest and importance in a sample of young children 87
(16). Yet, it remains unclear whether the same or distinct genetic and environmental influences underly the 88 relations between MA and mathematics attitudes, such as self-efficacy and interst. The first goal of the present 89 study is to address this gap in the literature. 90
Mathematics anxiety and achievement 91
Students experience MA across the entire distribution of mathematics ability (17). A recent investigation 92
found that, although children with developmental dyscalculia were more likely to show high levels of MA 93 than neurotypical controls, 77% of children presenting with high levels of MA showed average or high 94 performance in mathematics (18). Nevertheless, research has found that students experiencing higher levels 95 of MA on average show weaker mathematical performance. This negative association between MA and 96 mathematics achievement remains significant and moderate after accounting for variation in general cognitive 97 ability (7) . The association between MA and achievement has been observed at several developmental stages, 98 from as early as primary school (19, 20) . 99
Longitudinal research in an adolescent sample has suggested that the stability of MA increases from 00 moderate to strong during the course of adolescence (21). This observed increase in the stability of MA is 01 partly explained by stable levels of low achievement in mathematics, as achievement was found to drive the 02 development of subsequent MA (21). These results point to the role of negative performance feedback in 03
reinforcing the development of increasingly pervasive levels of MA in adolescence. However, another 04
longitudinal study found reciprocal longitudinal links between negative emotions, including MA, and 05 achievement in mathematics in a sample of secondary school students (22). This is in line with the observation 06 of reciprocal longitudinal links between MA and performance in a sample of primary school students, although 07 effect sizes were observed to be greater for the link from earlier achievement to subsequent anxiety (23). A 08 further longitudinal investigation explored the emergence of the association between mathematics anxiety and 09 achievement in a primary school sample (24) . The study found that while no direct longitudinal links between 10
MA and achievement emerged, both constructs were associated with mathematics self-evaluation, suggesting 11 a potential role of attitudes towards mathematics, and particularly self-efficacy, in the development of the link 12 between MA and mathematics achievement (24) . 13
A further line of investigation has explored the possibility that a deficit in lower-level numerical 14
processing may be related to MA via its negative association with mathematics achievement (25). Supporting  15 this hypothesis, two studies have found that high levels of MA were associated with deficits in areas of basic 16 numerical processing such as counting (25) and a simple visual enumeration (26). On the other hand, another 17 investigation (27) failed to find an association between MA and basic numerositythe ability to discriminate 18 between symbolic and non-symbolic numerical quantities at a first glance (28) . Using latent profile analysis, 19
Hart et al. clustered students into different groups, based on their profile in MA, achievement and numerosity. 20
They found that the link between MA and numerosity was weak across all identified groups (27). 21
Despite the large number of studies on the phenotypic association between MA and mathematics 22 cognition, at present, only one study has explored the association between MA and performance applying a 23 genetically informative design (29). This investigation, conducted in a twin sample, found that the association 24
between MA and performance (measured as mathematics problem-solving ability) was mostly explained by 25 common genetic influences. The second goal of the current study is to extend this research to explore the 26 genetic and environmental overlap between MA and aspects of mathematics attitudes and performance. 27
Associations between Mathematics and General Anxiety 28
Mathematics anxiety and general anxiety partly overlap in their physiological manifestations, which 29 include increased heartbeat, rapid pulse and nervous stomach (30), as well as in cognitive and brain networks 30
(3,9,31). However, the two anxieties are only moderately correlated (.35) (5), suggesting that they may be 31 separate constructs. This is consistent with a number of studies that have observed an association between 32
MA and performance beyond general anxiety (32-34). In line with this, a recent twin study has shown that 33 the genetic and environmental etiology of MA only partly overlap with that of general anxiety (35). Crucially, 34
Wang et al. reported that the partial etiological overlap between MA and general anxiety was independent 35 from the etiology of the overlap between MA and mathematics performance in a problem verification task 36 (29). The third aim of the current study is to examine the extent to which individual differences in general 37 anxiety account for the links between MA and mathematics attitudes, cognition and achievement. A modified version of the Abbreviated Math Anxiety Scale (AMAS) (37) was administered to 61 assess mathematics anxiety. The AMAS asks participants to rate how anxious they would feel when facing 62 several mathematics-related situations. The measure includes nine items that are rated on a 5-point scale, 63 ranging from 'not nervous at all' to 'very nervous'. Two items were adapted from the original version to 64 make them age appropriate for the current sample (35), these are: 'Listening to a math's lecture' and 65
'Reading a math's book'. The AMAS showed excellent internal validity (α = .94) and test-retest reliability (r 66 = .85) (37). 67 68
Mathematics attitudes: self-efficacy and interest 69 70
Two scales, adapted from the OECD Program for International Student Assessment, measure 71 mathematics self-efficacy and interest. The mathematics self-efficacy scale asked participants: 'How 72 confident do you feel about having to do the following mathematics tasks?' The scale included eight items 73
that participants had to rate on a 4-point scale, from 0 = not at all confident to 3 = very confident. Examples 74 of items are: 'Understanding graphs presented in newspapers', and 'Solving an equation like 3x + 5 = 17'. 75
The scale showed good internal validity (α = .90). The mathematics interest scale included three items that 76 participants had to rate on a 4-point scale, from 1 = strongly disagree to 4 = strongly agree. The items were: 77 'I look forward to my mathematics lessons'; 'I do mathematics because I enjoy it'; and 'I am interested in 78 the things I learn in mathematics'. The scale showed good internal validity (α = .93).
80
Mathematics performance 81 82
The General Certificate of Secondary Education (GCSE) grades provided a measure of mathematics 83 exam grade. The GCSE exams are taken nationwide at the end of the compulsory education, usually when 84 students are 16-years-old. As mathematics is one of the core subjects in the UK educational curriculum, 85
taking the mathematics GCSE exam is a compulsory requirement for all students. Mathematics GCSE scores 86
were collected by questionnaires sent to the twins or their parents by post, via email, or through a phone 87
interview. The GCSE grades, which are given in letters from A* (similar to A+) to G, were re-coded on a 88 scale from 11, corresponding to the highest grade (A*) to 4 corresponding the lowest pass grade (G). No 89 information about ungraded or unclassified results was available. However, these constitute a small 90
proportion of all pupils in the UK (e.g. 1.5% of all exams in 2017; https://www.jcq.org.uk/examination-91 results/gcses/2017/gcse-full-course-results-summer-2017) and therefore unlikely to constitute a bias in the 92 current study. For 7,367 twins, self-and parent-reported GCSE results were verified using data obtained 93 from the National Pupil database (NPD; 94
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/251184/ 95
SFR40_2013_FINALv2.pdf), yielding correlations of 0.98 for English, 0.99 for mathematics, and >0.95 for 96
all sciences between self-and parent-reported grades and exam results obtained from NPD (38).
98
An online test battery assessed mathematics performance with three tests: understanding numbers, 99
problem verification and approximate number sense. 00 01
The understanding numbers test (39) was developed to specifically assess the ability to understand 02
and solve problems which included numbers and was based on the NFER-Nelson Mathematics 5-14 Series, 03
closely linked to the curriculum requirements in the UK. The items included in the measure were taken from 04
the National Foundation for Education Research (NFER) booklets 8 to 14. The test asked participants to 05
solve 18 mathematics problems arranged in ascending level of difficulty. Questions were presented in 06 multiple formats, ranging from equations to problems. Participants were asked either to type a numerical 07 response into a box or to select one or multiple correct responses out of a set of possible options. An 08 example of one of the difficult items is 'Denise has thought of two numbers. The numbers added together 09 make 23. The smaller number subtracted from twice the larger number makes 22. What are Denise's 10 numbers?' with numbers 8 and 15 being correct. Each correct answer was allocated 1 point, resulting in a 11 maximum score of 18. The test showed good reliability in the present sample (α = 0.90).
13
The problem verification test (PVT) (40) presented participants with a series of mathematics 14 equations appearing for 10 seconds on a computer screen. Participants responded to each equation (correct, 15
incorrect, don't know), by pressing the corresponding keys on the computer keyboard. If they timed out, 16
they were automatically redirected to the following equation. The PVT included 48 items. Examples of 17
items are '32 -16 = 14'; and '2/6 = 3/9'. Each correct response was allocated the score of 1 and other 18 responses and non-responses the score of 0, for a maximum score of 48. The test showed good reliability in 19
the current sample (α = 0.85). 20 21
The approximate number sense test (28) included 150 trials displaying arrays of yellow and blue 22
dots, varying in size. Each trial lasted 400 ms and included a different number of blue and yellow dots 23
presented on the screen. Participants were required to judge whether there were more yellow or blue dots on 24
the screen for each trial (see for additional information on this task) (41). Each correct 25
answer was allocated the score of 1 and the final score was calculated as the number of correct trials. The 26 final accuracy score correlated strongly (r = -.931, p< .0001) with the alternative score calculated using the 27
Weber fraction (42) for which a smaller score indicates better performance. 28 29
General Anxiety 30 31
The Generalized Anxiety Disorder Scale (GAD-7) (43) assessed general anxiety. The scale includes 32 7 items asking participants to rate on a scale from 1 = not at all to 4 = nearly every day 'How often in the 33 past month have you been bothered by the following problems?' Examples of items are 'Not being able to 34 control worrying', and 'Feeling afraid as if something awful might happen'. As well as measuring 35
generalized anxiety disorder, the GAD-7 has been validated and is considered a reliable measure of anxiety 36
in the general population. The GAD-7 is characterized by good internal validity (α = .89) and test-retest 37 reliability r = .64 (43). 38 39
Analyses 40 41
Phenotypic Analyses 42 43
Descriptive statistics and ANOVAs were conducted on data from one randomly selected twin out of 44 each pair in order to control for sample dependency (i.e. the fact that the children in the study were twins). 45
Measures were residualized for age and sex and standardized prior to analyses. 46 47
Genetic Analyses -The Twin Method 48 49
The twin method allows for the decomposition of individual differences in a trait into genetic and 50 environmental sources of variance by capitalizing on the genetic relatedness between monozygotic twins 51 (MZ), who share 100% of their genetic makeup, and dizygotic twins (DZ), who share on average 50% of the 52 genes that differ between individuals. The method is further grounded in the assumption that both types of 53 twins who are raised in the same family share their rearing environments to approximately the same extent 54
(44). Comparing how similar MZ and DZ twins are for a given trait (intraclass correlations), it is possible to 55 estimate the relative contribution of genes and environments to variation in that trait. Heritability, the 56 amount of variance in a trait that can be attributed to genetic variance (A), is intuitively calculated as double 57
the difference between the MZ and DZ twin intraclass correlations (45). The ACE model further partitions 58 the variance into shared environment (C), which describes the extent to which twins raised in the same 59 family resemble each other beyond their shared genetic variance, and non-shared environment (E), which 60 describes environmental variance that does not contribute to similarities between twin pairs. 61 62
An alternative to the ACE model is the ADE model, which partitions the variance into additive relatedness (47). Therefore, with the classic twin design it is possible to partition the variance into three 71 sources of influences: A, E, and either C or D. 72 ACE models were fitted for mathematics GCSE, understanding numbers, and mathematics problems 73 verification test. For these measures, intraclass correlations for DZ pairs were more than half of those for 74 MZ pairs, suggesting that environmental factors contributed to the similarity between twins beyond their 75 genetic similarity. 76 77 ADE models were fitted for MA, general anxiety, mathematics interest, mathematics self-efficacy, 78
and number sense. For these measures, the DZ intraclass correlation were less than half that of MZ, 79
indicating non additive genetic effects. 80 81
The twin method can be extended to the exploration of the covariance between two or more traits 82
(multivariate genetic analysis). Multivariate genetic analysis allows for the decomposition of the covariance 83 between multiple traits into genetic and environmental sources of variance, by modelling the cross-twin 84
cross-trait covariances. Cross-twin cross-trait covariances describe the association between two variables, 85
with twin 1 score on variable 1 correlated with twin 2 score on variable 2, which are calculated separately 86
for MZ and DZ twins. 87 88
One way of partitioning the genetic and environmental covariation between two or more traits is to 89 conduct a multivariate Cholesky decomposition. The Cholesky decomposition allows to examine the 90 overlapping and independent genetic (A), shared (C) (or non-additive D), and non-shared (E) environmental 91 effects on the variance in two or more traits (48). A Cholesky decomposition can be interpreted similarly to 92 a hierarchical regression analysis, as the independent contribution of a predictor variable to the dependent 93 variable is estimated after accounting for the variance it shares with other predictors previously entered in 94
the model. The current study applies Cholesky decompositions to the investigation of the genetic and 95 environmental overlap between MA, mathematics motivation and performance. 96 97
Results 98 99
Descriptive statistics and sex differences 00 01
Descriptive statistics for all variables, which were normally distributed, are presented in the 02
supplementary Table S1 . Due to previously reported sex differences in mathematics anxiety (49) and 03 performance (50), we firstly tested for sex differences in all measures using univariate ANOVAs (Table S2 ). 04
Males showed significantly higher levels of mathematics self-efficacy, interest and performance across all 05 measures, and lower levels of mathematics and general anxiety. Sex explained a relatively small portion of 06 the variance in all measures (0-7%). Previous genetically informative work on these same measures (35,51) 07 did not find support for the existence of qualitative differences in the etiology of mathematics anxiety and 08 performance between males and females. Consequently, these analyses were not repeated. Table S3 reports 09 the twin correlations separately for same-sex (DZss) and opposite-sex (Dzos) dizygotic pairs. As can be seen 10
in Table S3 , the twin correlations for DZss and Dzos are similar for all variables, suggesting no qualitative 11 or quantitative sex differences in ACE estimates. 12 13
Genetic and environmental variation in mathematics related traits 14 15
Eight univariate models were conducted in order to partition individual differences in all 16 mathematics-related traits. Figure 1 reports the results of these univariate analyses. (Table S4 reports  17 intraclass correlations and 95% confidence intervals for these univariate analyses.) With the exception of 18 GCSE exam scores (for which significant C was found), the AE model was found to be the best fit for the 19 data for all traits. Dropping the C or D paths did not significantly decrease the goodness of fit of the 20 univariate models (see Table S5 ). Estimates of heritability ranged between 36% and 63%, and the remaining 
28 29
Phenotypic and genetic correlations across all mathematics related traits 30 31 Figure 2 presents the phenotypic (observed) and genetic correlations between all mathematics related 32 traits. Moderate negative phenotypic correlations (r ranging between -.31 and -.45) and strong negative 33 genetic correlations (rA ranging between -.67 and -.75) were observed between MA and all other 34 mathematics related variables. The only exception was the association between MA and approximate 35 number sense, which was weak phenotypically (r = -.10) and modest genetically (rA = -.31). Measures of 36 mathematics attitudes shared a positive moderate to strong phenotypic association (r ranging between .38 37 and .56) and strong genetic association (rA ranging between .57 and .82) with measures of mathematics 38
performance. Phenotypic and genetic correlations across measures of mathematics performance were strong. 39
Again, an exception was approximate number sense, which was only moderately related to other 40 mathematical measures. 41 42 
47 48
Multivariate associations between MA and mathematics attitudes 49 50
We conducted two Cholesky decomposition analyses to explore the unique genetic and 51 environmental overlap between each measure of mathematics self-efficacy and interest and MA. Following 52 the rationale of hierarchical regression, in order to explore the unique genetic and environmental variance 53 shared between self-efficacy and MA after accounting for interest, we entered interest as the first variable in 54 the model, followed by self-efficacy and MA (Figure 3a) . The attitudes variables were then inverted in a 55 second model (Figure 3b ), which explored the unique association between interest and MA after accounting 56
for self-efficacy. Both models found that MA shared ~35% of its genetic variance with mathematics 57 attitudes, and these shared genetic effects were common across both measures of mathematics attitudes. The 58 percentage of genetic variance in MA that overlaps with self-efficacy and interest can be calculated dividing 59
the effect size of the standardize a1,3 paths in Figure 3a and 3b (.13) by the total heritability of MA (.37). 60
Specific genetic associations between each attitude construct and MA were smaller in magnitude, 61
accounting for between 5% and 8% of additional genetic variance in MA.
63
A degree of specificity was observed in the non-shared environmental overlap between the measures, 64
as ~10% of the non-shared environmental variance in MA overlapped with self-efficacy independently of 65 the other ~10% of the variance it shared with interest. These can be calculated diving the effect size of the 66 standardized e1,2 and e1,3 paths linking self-efficacy and interest to MA (.09 and .08, respectively) by the total 67 non-shared environmental variance in MA (.63). Genetic and environmental variance common to MA, mathematics attitudes and performance 76 77
Two additional Cholesky decompositions explored association between mathematics anxiety and all 78 mathematics-related traits. The first decomposition (Figure 4 ) explored the genetic and environmental 79
variance that MA shared with each of the other mathematics related measurewith MA entered first in the 80 analysis. Results of this first decomposition indicated that the heritability of MA accounted for between 35% 81
and 50% of the genetic variance in the mathematics related measures, with the exception of approximate 82 number sense, for which only 8% of the genetic variance overlapped with MA. The weak shared 83 environmental variance, which could not be dropped from this multivariate analysis (see Table S6 ) was 84 shared with other mathematics-related traits. In contrast, the non-shared environmental variance in MA 85
accounted for a small proportion of non-shared environmental variance in all other mathematics related 86 measures (between 0 and 10%). Full results for this multivariate model are reported in Table S7 . 87 88 89 90 results Table S7 ).
96
The second multivariate model ( Figure 5 ) included the same seven variables but entered in a 97 different order -providing a different perspective on examining the genetic and environmental overlap 98 between MA, attitudes and performance in mathematics. This second analysis tested how much of the 99 genetic and environmental variance in MA was accounted for by all the other variables previously entered in 00
the model, and how much remained specific to MA. In order to explore whether there was specificity in the 01 genetic and environmental variance shared between measures of mathematics affect after accounting for 02 performance, all measures of mathematics performance were entered first in the model, followed by 03 measures of attitudes and, lastly, MA. The results (see Table S8 for the results of the full Cholesky 04 decomposition) indicated that 76% of the genetic variance in MA was shared with the other mathematics 05 related measures, and that the majority of this substantial genetic overlap was common to measures of 06 performance and attitudes. The two mathematics attitudes measures accounted for an additional 10% of this 07
shared genetic variance. The small shared environmental variance in MA was entirely shared with 08 mathematics performance (GCSE exam scores). In contrast, most (83%) of the non-shared environmental 09
variance was specific to MA, with 8% in common with measures of mathematics performance and 9% in 10 common with measures of attitudes. 11 12 13 Table S8 ). The results of this 17 decomposition can be interpreted as those of a hierarchical regression: the effect of each predictor is estimated after accounting for 18 the variance explained by each other predictor previously entered in the model.
20
The role of general anxiety in the MA-attitudes-performance association 21 22
The Cholesky decomposition presented in Figure 4 was repeated including general anxiety, in order 23
to test whether the observed genetic and environmental associations between MA and mathematics attitudes 24
and performance could be accounted for by general anxiety. Results (Table S9 ) indicated that general 25
anxiety accounted for 22% of the genetic variance and 4% of the environmental variance in MA. However, 26
after accounting for general anxiety, the genetic and environmental associations between MA, attitudes and 27 performance remained mostly unchanged.
29
Discussion 30 31
The present investigation was the first to adopt a genetically informative framework to explore the 32 genetic and environmental overlap between anxiety, self-efficacy, interest and performance in the domain of 33 mathematics, and the role of general anxiety in accounting for the observed associations. The results showed 34 a substantial genetic overlap between all mathematics related traits. This shared genetic variance was largely 35 independent from general anxiety. 36 37
The first aim of the study was to explore whether MA was similarly associated with different 38 measures of mathematics attitudes. Results indicated that similar effect size characterized the negative 39 associations between MA and mathematics self-efficacy and interest. More than one third of the genetic 40 variance in MA overlapped with mathematics self-efficacy and interest. In contrast, environmental effects 41 across MA, and attitudes towards mathematics were mostly specific to each measure. 42
These results show that a high degree of generality characterizes the genetic overlap between 43 mathematics anxiety, interest and self-efficacy, as largely overlapping genetic effects were found to 44 contribute to variation in all constructs. On the other hand, the environmental links between mathematics 45 anxiety and interest and self-efficacy were found to be largely specific to each construct, and to include 46 individual-specific, or stochastic processes (including measurement error), which are encompassed by non-47 shared environmental variance, rather than family-wide characteristics which are subsumed under shared 48 environmental effects. In fact, the majority of the non-shared environmental links were specific to the 49 pairwise associations between MA and self-efficacy and MA and interest, and not shared across the three 50 constructs. 51 52
Different environmental experiences, such as different classrooms, teachers, peers, life events, or 53 perception of parental involvement and socio-economic status, could all play a role in explaining these 54
observed non-shared environmental associations. Evidence of an overlap between environmental factors 55 across measures of mathematics attitudes and anxiety is consistent with research showing that the classroom 56 learning environment is similarly associated with both MA and mathematics self-efficacy (52). Future 57
research is needed to identify the environmental factors that link MA to self-efficacy but not interest, and 58 vice versa. 59 60
The second aim of the study was to explore the common genetic and environmental variance across 61
MA and multiple measures of mathematics attitudes and performance. our findings suggest that MA is particularly linked to numerical tasks that involve learned symbolic 76
representations of discrete quantitates, rather than approximate representations (41). The lack of a shared 77 genetic etiology between measures of mathematics affect and approximate number sense suggests that basic 78 approximate numerical skills are unlikely to function as a cognitive precursor of the negative association 79 observed between MA and performance. 80 81
The third aim of the present study was to explore whether the association between mathematics 82 anxiety, attitudes and performance was domain specific, or whether general anxiety accounted for part of 83 their association. Although general anxiety and MA shared ~20% of their genetic variance, general anxiety 84 did not account for the association between MA and measures of mathematics attitudes and performance; in 85 fact, it was mostly unrelated to variation in mathematics interest, self-efficacy and performance. 86
These findings extend the line of evidence provided by Wang et al. (2014) and suggest that the common 87 etiology of the association between MA, self-efficacy, interest and cognition may be partly specific to the 88 domain of mathematics. Our results are consistent with evidence showing genetic and environmental 89 specificity for general anxiety and measures of anxiety in the mathematics and spatial domains (35). 90
Research integrating measures of anxiety and performance in other domains, such as for example second 91 language learning, will be able to further test the hypothesis of domain-specific factors linking affect and 92 cognition in the field of mathematics. 93 94
The current investigation presents some limitations. As well as relying on the methodological 95 assumptions of twin design (see Rijsdijk & Sham, 2002 for a detailed description) (47), the models 96 employed in the current investigation do not specifically account for gene-environment interplay. One 97 possibility is that the observed genetic association between MA, attitudes and performance may operate via 98 environmental effects that are correlated or interact with genetic predisposition. For example, children with 99 a genetic predisposition towards experiencing difficulties with mathematics may develop a greater 00 vulnerability to negative social influences in the context of mathematics, such as negative feedback received 01 from teachers or parents on their effort and performance, which in turn may lead to greater feelings of 02 anxiety towards mathematics (56). This has the potential to generate a negative feedback loop (7) between 03
performance, motivation and anxiety -that is potentially a product of interacting inherited and 04 environmental factors. The present investigation, including one time point for each measure of mathematics 05 anxiety, attitudes and performance does not allow us to establish the direction of causality between the 06 observed associations. Longitudinal genetically informative studies, integrating multiple measures of 07 mathematics attitudes, anxiety and performance are therefore needed. 08 09
A further limitation of the present investigation is that the measure of MA was not collected at the 10 same time as the measures of mathematics performance and motivation. However, longitudinal 11
investigations found moderate to strong phenotypic and genetic stability of MA (21), attitudes and 12 performance (57), which suggests that the links between this two-year time lapse capture the majority of the 13 processes involved. 14
Conclusions 15
The present investigation was the first to examine the genetic and environmental overlap between MA 16
and several aspects of mathematics attitudes and performance. Our findings of a shared, likely domain-17 specific, etiology between these mathematics-related traits provide a seminal step for future genetic research 18 aimed at identifying the specific genes implicated in variation in the cognitive and non-cognitive factors of 19 mathematics. Our results suggest that the majority of genetic variants implicated in individual differences 20 across mathematics anxiety, attitudes and performance are unlikely to be implicated in variation in general 21
anxiety. The current findings also provide a starting ground for developmental research to delve deeper into 22 the observed common genetic links, examining how the experiential processes through which children select, 23
shape and modify their mathematical experiences interact with genetic predispositions to produce variation in 24 mathematics anxiety, attitudes and performance. 25
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